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SWEDES SWEEP IN TO NLPK

Swedish sponsors, Mr. Bengt Norman, Ms. Amm Sornsakul
and Mr. Per Tornqvist flew in for a visit to the New Life
Project at Kanchanaburi on 6-7 November. Khru Prateep
greeted them with a traditional Thai “Bai Si” welcome and a
Thai dance performance by the children. They are long-time
supporters of the DPF’s projects and they came to perform
the official opening ceremony of Baan Bengt Norman (a new
facility to house the psychologist helping the children) and to
inspect progress on the new water retention and storage area
for the centre. Just as important in the children’s eyes was the
lunch provided by the visitors – pizza, a rare treat for our
children. The DPF would like to thank our generous sponsors
for their continued support in our mission.

Sincere Singaporean
A delegation of 34 members of “The
Sincere Group” from Singapore, led by
Ms. Leona Wong, visited the Duang
Prateep Foundation on 9 November 2017.
They came to provide educational
materials and other essentials items to
the children in our kindergarten and
community children’s centers, as well as
at the New Life Project in Kanchanaburi.
“The Sincere Group” members have been
undertaking these humanitarian visits to
us an annual basis for more than twenty
years, and parties for the kids are also
generously sponsored by the group. Khru
Prateep, staff, teachers and students
welcomed the visitors upon arrival. The
children also entertained them with
dance performances, after which a special
lunch was provided to 320 young children
from 5 children’s centers. The last, the
members of The Sincere Group met their
students sponsored individually by the
Sincere Group members.

“Slum kids’ English Course”
Duang Prateep Kindergarten had a good chance to welcome the
English teacher volunteer, Ms. Bonnie Gabb from Australia to give
English lessons to young children from 4-19 November 2017
according to the “Slum kids’ English Course” developed by Ms. Claire
Berger and her friends. The new teaching style and fun learning
technics result in rapid progress in using basic English for the
children and also their teachers. They are more confident in speaking
English.

Fire Drill
Fires are an ever-present danger in slums and crowded communities, threatening both the
lives of children, their homes and even their schools. With this in mind, the DPF fire
prevention team organized a fire safety drill for the students at the nearby
Chumchonmoobaan Pattana School on November 17. How to deal with a small fire without
panicking and how to protect yourself from a big fire, were the focus of the volunteer
firefighters. Emergency situations such as using a fire extinguisher and being rescued from
an upper storey of a building were part of the drill for the students. Khru Prateep joined to
observe this important activity.

Protecting Little Heads
On November 28, the Siam Solvay Foundation and
the DPF’s Nitharn Caravan puppet troupe
continued their co-operation in promoting road
safety for school children, with another round of
the highly successful project “Safety Life, Safety
Helmet and Love Life”, which is part of the
Project to Encourage Good Health and Promote
Good Relationships through Storytelling and Puppet Shows. This campaign promotes the
wearing of safety helmets by children when travelling by motorcycle or bicycle, and to
date 3,275 children from 15 schools have benefitted from this project. And this time it was
the students of Wat Kodhinmitrapab 42 School who were the recipients of Siam Solvay’s
generous donation of 456 helmets.
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